A long-standing question is whether active galactic nuclei (AGN) vary like Galactic black hole systems when appropriately scaled up by mass 1-3 . If so, we can then determine how AGN should behave on cosmological timescales by studying the brighter and much faster varying Galactic systems. As X-ray emission is produced very close to the black holes, it provides one of the best diagnostics of their behaviour. A characteristic timescale-which potentially could tell us about the mass of the black hole-is found in the X-ray variations from both AGN and Galactic black holes 1-6 , but whether it is physically meaningful to compare the two has been questioned 7 . Here we report that, after correcting for variations in the accretion rate, the timescales can be physically linked, revealing that the accretion process is exactly the same for small and large black holes. Strong support for this linkage comes, perhaps surprisingly, from the permitted optical emission lines in AGN whose widths (in both broad-line AGN and narrow-emission-line Seyfert 1 galaxies) correlate strongly with the characteristic X-ray timescale, exactly as expected from the AGN black hole masses and accretion rates. So AGN really are just scaled-up Galactic black holes.
A long-standing question is whether active galactic nuclei (AGN) vary like Galactic black hole systems when appropriately scaled up by mass [1] [2] [3] . If so, we can then determine how AGN should behave on cosmological timescales by studying the brighter and much faster varying Galactic systems. As X-ray emission is produced very close to the black holes, it provides one of the best diagnostics of their behaviour. A characteristic timescale-which potentially could tell us about the mass of the black hole-is found in the X-ray variations from both AGN and Galactic black holes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , but whether it is physically meaningful to compare the two has been questioned 7 .
Here we report that, after correcting for variations in the accretion rate, the timescales can be physically linked, revealing that the accretion process is exactly the same for small and large black holes. Strong support for this linkage comes, perhaps surprisingly, from the permitted optical emission lines in AGN whose widths (in both broad-line AGN and narrow-emission-line Seyfert 1 galaxies) correlate strongly with the characteristic X-ray timescale, exactly as expected from the AGN black hole masses and accretion rates. So AGN really are just scaled-up Galactic black holes.
The first detailed observations of AGN X-ray variability showed scale-invariant behaviour on all timescales from approximately days to minutes 8, 9 , with no characteristic timescale from which black hole masses (M BH ) might be deduced. However, subsequent observations [1] [2] [3] showed that, on longer timescales, a characteristic timescale could be derived from the power spectral densities (PSDs; that is, variability power, P(n), at frequency, n, or timescale, 1/n) of the X-ray light curves.
All AGN PSDs are best fitted on long timescales by a power-law of slope 21 (P(n) / n 2a with a < 1) which breaks to a steeper slope (a . 2) on timescales shorter than a 'break' timescale, T B . For some AGN, the a < 1 slope can be followed to long timescales for .3 decades with no further break, similar to Galactic black hole X-ray binary systems (GBHs) in their 'soft' states 5, 7, [10] [11] [12] [13] . For other AGN, the slope can only be followed for ,2 decades, which is insufficient to distinguish them from GBHs in their 'hard' states where, in the power-law description of the PSD, a second break, to slope a < 0, is seen ,1.5-2 decades below the a < 1-2 break. Here we use the timescale associated with the a < 1-2 break as a characteristic timescale, irrespective of likely state. The reason for the sudden decrease in variability power on timescales shorter than T B is not clear, but the variability probably originates within the accretion disk 14 surrounding the black hole and T B may be associated with the inner edge of the disk.
A major difficulty in establishing a quantitative timing link between AGN and GBHs has been the large scatter in the M BH -T B relationship 7 . In particular, for a given M BH , the high accretion rate narrow line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s) have smaller values of T B than other AGN 5, 11 . We therefore suggested that T B is inversely dependent on a second variable, possibly the black hole spin, but probably the accretion rate 5, 11, 12 (often written _ m m E , in units of the maximum possible, Eddington, accretion rate). Other researchers, estimating T B from the excess variance in the X-ray light curves, also find a correlation of T B with M BH but the dependence on _ m m E is not clear 6, 13 . Here, we properly quantify the relationship between T B , M BH and _ m m E . To make the parameters properly independent, we fit to the observable quantitity, the bolometric luminosity, L bol , rather than _ m m E , although for the objects discussed here, which are radio-quiet, _ m m E is well approximated by L bol /L E (Eddington luminosity L E / M BH ).
Motivated by the rough linear scaling between T B and M BH , and the rough decrease of T B with increasing _ m m E , we hypothesize that logT B 5 AlogM BH 2 BlogL bol 1 C and determine the best-fit values of A, B and C from a simple parameter grid search. Details of PSD parameterization, fitting procedure and data relevant to this paper are given in the Supplementary Information. We first fit to the 10 AGN that have well measured PSD breaks and reasonable measurements of mass and bolometric luminosity 12 . This sample contains a range of accretion rates from _ m m E . ,1 (Akn 564) to ,10 23 (NGC 4395). The fit ( To determine whether the same scaling relationship extends to GBHs, we include two bright GBHs (Cyg X-1 and GRS 19151105) in radio-quiet states where-for proper comparison-their high frequency PSDs are well described by the same cut-off ('breaking') power-law model which best describes AGN 10, 15 , and where broad band X-ray flux provides a good measurement of bolometric luminosity. For Cyg X-1, we combined measurements of T B (ref. 10) with simultaneous measurement of the bolometric luminosity 16 over a range of luminosities. For GRS 19151105, we measured an average T B from the original X-ray data, and determined L bol from the published fluxes 15 and generally accepted distance (11 kpc).
Using Cyg X-1, we can test whether the AGN scaling relationship applies within any one object (that is, at fixed mass). We bin into 5 luminosity bins and find that T B / L bol 21.360.2 . This dependence is consistent with that for AGN, although slightly larger, probably because the bolometric range covered includes the transition zone between hard and soft states where more rapid changes of timescale with luminosity occur than in either state alone 17 .
It is particularly important to determine whether these Galactic data can be fitted, self-consistently, with the AGN data. We first fit to Cyg X-1 and the AGN and find excellent agreement with the AGN alone. Including also GRS 19151105, whose break timescale is ,103 shorter than for Cyg X-1, we again find good agreement ( If the break timescale is proportional to a thermal or viscous timescale associated with the inner radius of the accretion disk, R disk , then from our fit we expect R disk / _ m m E 22/3 . Models based on evaporation of the inner disk 18 predict R disk / _ m m E 20.85 and T B / M BH 1.2 , which is not too far from our observations.
In their hard states, GBH PSDs are often better described by the combination of two or more lorentzian-shaped components 19 whose timescales approximate the break timescales in the power-law description of the PSD. Although not included in our fits as a number of assumptions are required, it has already been shown, from combined radio and X-ray observations 20 , that in the hard state of GBH GX33924 the timescale associated with the lorentzian closest to the a < 1-2 break timescale varies as ,1/ _ m m E (see the Supplementary Information for more details). (Combined radio and X-ray luminosities also underpin another, non-timing, analysis, from which a strong scaling, particularly of jet properties, between AGN and GBHs has recently been shown 21, 22 .)
In Fig. 2 we show a projection of the T B -M BH -_ m m E plane and all objects lie close to it. Thus the same process (for example, accretion rate variations 14 ) probably produces X-ray variations in the same way in all accreting black holes. Thus, although we agree completely with previous criticism 7 that T B , on its own, is not a precise indicator of M BH , we show that T B , when combined with an estimate of _ m m E , is a very good mass indicator. This indicator may have particular value where mass determination is otherwise difficult-for obscured AGN and for potential intermediate mass (10 3 -10 4 solar masses) black holes, for example.
Our results establish that T B is a powerful tracer of the innermost accretion processes in AGN and GBHs. These processes produce photons that must affect the larger scale AGN properties, but no relationship has yet been found between T B and such properties. One particularly important property, often used to classify AGN, is the width of the permitted optical emission lines. These lines are narrower in more X-ray variable AGN 23, 24 , but the reason has never been satisfactorily explained.
Theoretically, a correlation between M BH , _ m m E and linewidth is expected from simple scaling relationships for the gas surrounding the black hole (the broad line region, BLR) from which emission lines, broadened by Doppler velocities, V, originate. We assume that the emission lines result from photoionization and that the ionizing luminosity L / M BH _ m m E . We also assume virial motion for the BLR gas: that is, GM BH /R BLR < V 2 , where R BLR is the inner radius of the BLR, and R BLR / L a . For the 'locally optimized condition' for production of emission lines by gas at the same optimum density and ionization state, we expect a 5 0.5, and the most recent observational study 25 finds a 5 0.518 6 0.039. If a 5 0.5, we expect V 4 < M BH / _ m m E . A strong independent test of our derivation that T B / M BH / _ m m E is therefore provided by plotting ( Fig. 3) T B versus V, for all 9 of our primary sample of 10 AGN with well measured PSD breaks, for which measurements of the FWHM of the variable, broad component, of the Hb line, V, exist 26 . We note a much tighter relationship than in any previous correlations between linewidth and other parameters quantifying variability-for example, fractional variability of the optical continuum 27 or r.m.s. X-ray variability 23, 24 . Both T B and V are observables, so this relationship depends on no assumptions.
Parameterizing logT B 5 DlogV 1 E, we perform a grid search for the best-fit values of D and E. Measurement errors on V are typically ,10-15%, but differences of .50% can occur between different Here we show that the predicted break timescales, T predicted , derived by inserting the observed bolometric luminosities and masses into the best fit relationship to the combined sample of AGN and GBHs shown in Fig. 1 (that is, log T B 5 2.1logM BH 2 0.98logL bol 2 2.32), agree very well with the observed break timescales, T observed , for all objects. Here we show GRS 19151105 as a filled maroon star, Cyg X-1 as blue crosses and the 10 AGN as red circles. The low luminosity AGN (LLAGN), NGC 4395, is shown as an open crossed red circle; the other 9 AGN are filled red circles. Although not included in the fit as the upper limit on their break timescales are unbounded (hence the up-pointing green arrows), we also plot (filled green squares) NGC 5548, and Fairall 9 and the LLAGN NGC 4258. If the predicted and observed break timescales are identical, then an object will lie exactly on the black line, which is a projection of the best-fit three-dimensional T B -M BH -L bol plane and is not a fit simply in two dimensions to the points shown in this figure. We plot the 90% confidence errors on T observed which are usually quoted. In some cases these errors are too small to show beyond the symbols. The only noticeable outlier is NGC 5506 which, on the basis of a narrow Pab near-infrared line, is classed as an obscured NLS1 30 . However, its current mass estimate, less well determined than for most other AGN, implies L bol /L E < 2.6%, which is surprisingly low for an NLS1. If the mass were a factor of ,5 lower, L bol /L E would be more normal for an NLS1 and NGC 5506 would sit directly on the plane. epochs 26 . Thus large time differences between measurements of T B and V can introduce additional scatter. Here we include a 30% error in linewidth, which is an estimate of the typical combined statistical and systematic uncertainty. Fitting to the primary sample of 9 AGN we find D 5 4:20 z0:71 {0:56 , strongly supporting our earlier derivation that T B < M BH / _ m m E . Adopting slightly different values of the linewidth from other observers changes the fit very little. Thus two apparently quite different observable characteristics of AGN, that is, X-ray variability and optical linewidth, can both be explained as simply depending on M BH / _ m m E , thereby linking small scale nuclear accretion properties to larger scale AGN properties.
Our results, commented on in more detail in the Supplementary Information, have important implications for understanding the different types of active galaxy as differentiated by their optical linewidths, in particular the NLS1s 28, 29 . It is not M BH or _ m m E on their own which define the linewidth, but the ratio M BH / _ m m E . The observed small masses of NLS1s are a selection effect as, for an AGN with M BH greater than a few 310 6 solar masses to produce narrow emission lines, _ m m E must exceed the Eddington limit. Particular orientations, such as face-on, although not ruled out, are not required, nor is an unusual distribution or density of the surrounding gas. Apart from a lower ratio of M BH / _ m m E , NLS1s are no different to other AGN.
